
RB26 to LS D585 (Truck) Coil Conversion 

 

1. Remove factory coil trays and factory coil harness. 

2. Remove factory coil boots and springs from factory coils. 

3. Place a small dab of blue Locktite onto one end of the threaded rod.  

4. Using the LS coil bracket as a guide, thread the three rods into their respective holes. You 

will need to thread them in the entire way. Use the side of the bracket as a guide to make sure 

they are in evenly. 

5. Slide the aluminum spacers over the threaded rods. 

6. Every factory coil spring has a “cap” on each end. Cut only one “cap” off each spring. You 

will cut the spring on the coil just below the “cap” so the spring retains its length. 

7. Drop the springs into the LS coils. The LS coils have a cone inside to receive the springs 

(this is why the “cap” has to be removed from one end). Use an appropriate tool (small 

standard screwdriver) to slide the spring all the way down the cone.  

8. Test that each spring is seated properly by turning the coil right side up over a work bench. 

The spring should not fall out. 

9. Install the factory boots onto the LS coils. Some heat and/or WD-40 works great to aid this. 

10. Insert the LS coils into the mounting bracket. They will only go in one way. Fitment is snug. 

11. Once all coils are inserted into the bracket look down the line of coils to check for 

straightness. Adjust as needed. 

12. Turn the bracket right side up. If you installed the coils properly they will not fall out. 

Carefully install the bracket and coils onto the spark plugs and threaded rod. Be sure the coil 

boots are sliding over the spark plugs properly. 

13. Once all boots are seated, thread on the three 13mm nuts. If you did everything correctly, the 

threaded rod should not extend from the top of the nut more than a thread or two. 

14. Install a Wiring Specialties harness or create your own (neither included in this kit). 

15. On the underside of the factory coil cover there is a steel bracket by the slot for the factory 

ignitor. Remove this bracket and install the coil cover. 

 

Note: The coil plugs are easiest to remove with a dental pick. With this pick the connectors 

can be removed without taking the bracket off. This makes for easy diagnosis and service.  

 

Upgrades: The factory springs can be upgraded with Gen 3 Hemi coil springs. Each Gen 3 

Hemi spring has enough material to make two RB springs meaning you will only need to 

order 3. 

 

Recommended Part Numbers 

 
Coils: ACDELCO D585 #10457730 GM Original Equipment 

Wiring Harness: Wiring Specialties WRS-LS2COIL-RB26 

Spring Upgrade: ACDELCO 16071 #88864705 


